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BlurbEverything s going right for Sandra Berlin She is living in
Manhattan, climbing the editorial ladder at ultra chic fashion
magazine Jolie , and she s just become engaged to Bucky
Ross, her high school sweetheart Bucky s her knight in shining
WASP armor, a successful ad executive and a descendant of
Betsy Ross, and their future promises a life of comfortable
suburban bliss the Tudor mansion, the beautiful children, the
country club And then, three weeks later, at a party at the
Metropolitan Museum of Art, Sandy meets Bucky s other fianc
e Who tells her about Bucky s third fianc e Which begins
Sandy s journey through the unfamiliar world of heartbreak and
betrayal and the most excruciating blind dates in the history of
singledom As she tries to piece her life back together, she
relies on the common sense and compassion of her best
friend, Paul a rising young film agent, gorgeous, gay, and
moneyed to keep her sane But even Paul has his secrets, and
soon Sandy is forced, on her own, to reexamine her past and,
important, what she wants for her future Me Times Three is
comic and tender, outrageous and wise a shrewd, dead on
portrait of a certain slice of New York life It s a story about
wished for ideals versus hard realities, about being who you
are versus the desire to fit in, and, finally, about how love can
surprise us in the most unexpected ways.My opinionI read this
book because it seemed like it had so much potential to be a
great story However, that potential disappeared by the end of
the first chapter The Story tells of young woman growing up
and realizing what she needs and wants in her life and how to
get it Or, get rid of it I was expecting a fluffy romantic comedy
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and instead found a darker, thoughtful novel.The books was
slow paced and often times choppy because the use of
transitions was pretty weak The basic premise of finding out
that the love of your life is engaged to two other women is
interesting, but the novel itself progresses at a snail s pace, the
plot twists are entirely predictable There seemed to be a lot of
unneeded material.Most of the trouble with this book was bad
editing The story should have been spiced up and smoother In
conclusion, it is a simple read, and it will hold your attention for
a little while I wanted to like this book, but it simply bored me If
you want to save your time for a novel worth reading, skip this
Meh, this was pretty much what I expected from a sort of chick
lit, rom com book Our main character learns her fianc has two
other fiancees Uh oh This felt like it had a lot of detail as we got
lots of backstory about Sandra as well as forward movement of
the plot, but it really felt like the author didn t really know where
the end point was The book had interesting moments and
wasn t unenjoyable to read but it seems like a bonbon a
momentary distraction but something I can barely remember
details about now. Sandra Berlin S Got It All She S Living In
Manhattan And Climbing The Editorial Ladder At Ultrachic
Fashion Magazine Jolieand She S Newly Engaged To Her
High School Sweetheart, Bucky Ross Bucky S Her Knight In
Shining WASP Armor Ad Executive And Descendant Of Betsy
Ross, With Whom She Ll Live In Suburban Tudor Splendor
And Have Beautiful Children At Least That S The Plan Until
Sandy Meets Bucky S Other Fiance Who Tells Her About The
Third Sandy S Heartbreak, Betrayal, And The Excruciating
Blind Dates That Follow Paint A Shrewd, Comic, Dead On
Portrait Of The Suddenly Single Life And Remind Us That
Even When Fantasy Crashes Head On Into Hard Reality, Love
Can Still Surprise Us In The Most Unexpected Ways Ughok, so
I picked this book up off the discount rack at a used bookstore I
guess I m not really out much, but wow, talk about false
advertising I was expecting a lot fun in this book There s a
quote on the front of the book from the New York Times,
Deliciously wrought, with a fun twist and some lovely revenge
along the way Yeah, so how about the revenge didn t even
happen until page 279of 304 WTF Also, I kinda felt like I was
reading three different books at the same time The one where
the girl gets dumped by her HS boyfriend, the one where the
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girl s gay best friend view spoiler gets sick and dies of AIDS
hide spoiler From the title I would it would be a completely
different story than it was The story does jump around but I
was hooked Once you find out Paul s storyline you just can t
put the book down Very random story, jumps all over the place
so I can see how it got low ratings but once I finished the book
I decided it was worth reading. Warning this text may contain
spoilers I only finished reading this book because I needed to
read a book with textured pages, and this is the only one I had
on hand It was so uninteresting that I almost stopped reading it
when I only had 30 pages left The story line is bland, the
writing was okay, the stories that the main character writes don
t make sense, and even the interesting characters are boring I
had absolutely no attachment to any of the characters Even
when the best friend of Sandra dies, I couldn t even muster up
a, that s too bad. I don t normally root against the wronged
party in the relationship but Man, is it hard to root Sandra in
this book. It was okay, some parts okay others, I wondered,
why finish This is totally forgettable chick lit that I picked up at
the library book sale because I ve read Alex Witchel s articles
in the New York Times Sandra Berlin s world is turned upside
down when her fiance turns out to have two other fiancees
Suddenly her suburban mom future is gone, and she must deal
with weird roommates, a fairly crappy job, and dismal first
dates If you didn t know that Sandy will triumph in the end, you
haven t been paying attention to the genre. Well.this book was
okay Nothing about it stood out except that I didn t like or
understand any of the characters.1 You find out your fiancee
has two other fiancees and then you pine away for him for over
a year I don t care if he was your high school sweetheart.really
And then you whine about it, and whine, and whine some And
go through your ex s trash can 1 year after you broke up I
would have rather read about her getting over her scummy
fiancee and falling in love with someone else.2 The gay best
friend who died of AIDS just seemed.wellcliche And it was a
story line that I didn t understand gay best friend who won t tell
girlfriend fiancee he is gay while he cavorts with anything
wearing pants And takes drugs like crazy and the best friend
doesn t seem to care So maybe this is because I am looking at
this from a 2013 perspective and not a 1980s perspective
when this book was written I know that a lot has changed since
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then However, I think that this is an indication that the book
didn t do a good job of placing the events or the entire story
into the appropriate period I felt like I was reading a modern
story, but it wasn t, and, therefore, really didn t make sense to
me.
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